What can I expect from the SUU Post Office now that school is starting?

- Boxes for 1 semester are $18, 2 semesters $25, and a full year for $30
- Stamps are available!
- Mail boxes are located in the Sharwan Smith Center and Eccles Living Center
- Packages can be received from UPS, FEDEX, DHL, and USPS
- We ship out USPS, FEDEX, and UPS
- SUU mail leaves at 4:00PM, UPS at 4:00PM, and FEDEX at 3:00PM
- PO Boxes can be shared with siblings and spouses
- We rent out boxes by the semester; Fall, Spring, and Summer
- SUU mail provides priority mailing rates and flat rate boxes
- Temporary mail forwarding is available for summer and winter breaks
- Keep your same mailing address while at SUU
- Even if you don’t have a mailbox you can use SUU Post Office services
- Post Office boxes available to students, faculty, staff, and community members
- Our hours are 8AM – 4PM Monday through Friday except SUU and USPS holidays
- Mail boxes are located in the Sharwan Smith Center and Eccles Living Center
- We ship out USPS, FEDEX, and UPS
- Stamps are available!
- SUU mail provides priority mailing rates and flat rate boxes
- Even if you don’t have a mailbox you can use SUU Post Office services
If your department sends mail off campus you will want to be a part of our Bulk Mail Training!!!!
Sept. 30th @ 2:00pm in ELC 206
Assistant Manager
David Brown

If you want to know the most recent and up to date information on qualifications for large mailings and how to make your large mailings more effective please join us for this training. Topics such as, how to speed up the bulk mailing process, necessary and important steps for bulk mailing or if you think your department might be able to benefit from bulk mailing will be discussed! Hope to see you there.